And so the storm threw us down at last upon that wretched shore,
some blasted remnant of who knew what, perhaps a fragment of some
planet long forgot, now adrift forever in the panthalassa, as we were
now. The ship we moored upon the rocks, and left her there with crew
to attend repairs as best they could, for our slipsails were tattered and
our drive was near afire. and with four others I set out to explore our
roosting place, thinking to seek out any inhabitants – and, if so it were
to be, to dispatch them hastily – lest they discover us first. Better it
were to be predator than prey.
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Thus we labored on, over the rough ground, finding naught there but
scattered rock, shattered remnants of ships long since moored and gone
before us, and scrub, inedible and harsh. Once had I dined on such fare,
previous to this trip, and found the taste ashen and cold,
and not afar from eating death itself, were
such possible.
And after one long
hour – such as
time be recorded on
Athenoi, for time
would stand still
in this sullen
place –we came
upon a cave, a
cavern form’d,
bubbled up as if
from the black
earth itself, and
from within flowed
crystal waters, an omen
if ever there were, or
so we thought. “A sign,” I
said. “Let us make offering
to Hoseidon, he has shown us
that he is with us, and among
us, and has given us to drink,
even in slipspace.”
Thus solemn rites were
performed to Hoseidon, and mystic
song sung, and offerings made, but ‘ere we finished a noise arose from
within the cave, a screech and cry, as if a woman in pain, a horrible
sound.
And a cold fear ran shivering ran through our blood…
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What Is Hellas?

HELLAS is an epic, generational space opera that spans 100 years of the fourth and
final age of the Hellenes, a spacefaring race that has warred for control of their galaxy for
countless millennia. The player characters are Heroes who will set off to save their worlds
from an ancient threat. They will live, triumph, suffer, and eventually die as Heroes, either
achieving apotheosis and ascending into immortality, or succumbing to their fate.
HELLAS is greatly inspired by the heroic stories of ancient Greece and uses Greekinspired language, themes, and tropes. However, HELLAS is not Greek, nor is its characters
presumed to be living in some distant future or bygone past based on our own reality, any
more than a fantasy RPG based on European mythology is based on a real medieval Europe.
The player characters are the central stars in the game. Nothing of importance happens
without their characters’ involvement. It is impressed upon the players that they are the
movers and shakers in the game world, and that they have the potential to literally change the
course of events as it unfolds. There are subsystems that allow the characters to manipulate
and change the social well being of an entire planet. Furthermore, players are motivated by
glory and destiny to move their character forward through their adventures. Proactive play is
rewarded; the penalty for idleness is no glory and a forgotten life for their character.

If You Like These, You’ll Love Hellas!

300: The acclaimed Frank Miller comic
Agon by John Harper
Clash of the Titans: Need I say more?
Exalted by White Wolf
Hercules: The Legendary Journeys: A lighthearted adventure series
Jason and the Argonauts: Classic claymation.
Krull: A group of Heroes band together to fight impossible odds.
Mythic Greece by Iron Crown Entertainment
Nine Worlds by Matthew Snyder
Spirit of the Century: Evil Hat productions’ grand game of pulp heroic action.
Troy: A visually stunning epic telling the story of Achilles

What Do I Need to Play?

To play this game, you need the Hellas book, some paper, something to write with,
some twenty-sided dice, a lot of imagination, and a group of people, one of whom is willing
to be the guiding force in the game — the “Game Master.” The rest of the group, simply
called “the players,” takes on roles of major characters in the stories that they and the Game
Master create together. These stories are called “adventures,” or “scenarios.” Very short
adventures, usually encompassing only one or two obstacles to a simple goal, are referred
to as “encounters.” A series of encounters can become an adventure, while a series of
adventures can turn into a campaign. The Hellas book contains a chapter on how to come up
with adventures as well as a full-blown campaign spanning 25 years; these sample rules also
include a sample adventure.
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A Short Glossary

Destiny: The glorious ending to a Hero’s travels and adventure. The opposite of Fate.
Drachma (dm): The standard monetary unit of the HELLAS setting.
Dynamism: The ability to affect and manipulate the universe through force of will.
Hel: The Hellene word for Sun
Las: The Hellene word for Stone.
Metousia: The system used by players to allow their Heroes to change the universe.
Omni Table: The universal table used to determine success and failure at an action.
Panthalassa: A different dimension used for interstellar travel. Also called Slipspace.

Hellenic Names

Hellenes generally do not identify themselves with distinct family or last names, they
identify with a single name, often passed down through the generations but occasionally
chosen by the Hellene him/herself. Feel free to pick a different name to use with one of the
sample characters that follow.
Letter(s)
Sound

Male Names
Achillios
Alceus
Aristokles
Atemas
Baruch
Brontes
Busiris
Callimachus
Cassander
Cimon
Cyrus
Damen
Dion
Draco
Etor
Eugenios
Eurybiades
Feodor
Georgios
Gilos
Hali
Hector
Hesperos
Hippias
Jaxon
Kai

Kyros
Korudon
Lamachus
Lycurgus
Lysander
Menelaeus
Mentor
Milos
Nicias
Nikolos
Orestes
Orion
Parthenios
Pindar
Stamatios
Stavros
Stefanos
Thallo
Thespis
Titos
Todor
Vasilis
Xenophanes
Xenophon
Zephyrus
Zotikos

Ae or Æ

Ay

C

S (or K)

Ch

Kh

-des

Dees

-les

Lees

-ope

Ah-pee

-tes

Tees

Female Names
Adara
Alethea
Aura
Barbara
Calisa
Cassandra
Clio
Damara
Damia
Dionna
Echo
Elena
Eugenie
Galatea
Hedia

Hyacinthe
Ianthe
Iphigenia
Jocasta
Kalliope
Kolina
Lelia
Lonia
Melania
Monika
Niobe
Nora
Nyssa
Odele
Ophelie

Phaedra
Phoebe
Rhea
Selena
Sonia
Stephania
Tessa
Thekla
Thetis
Tiphane
Vania
Varvara
Xenia
Zenobia
Zoe

Twelve Revelations
1.) What is HELLAS about?
A generational space opera depicting Hellenistic Heroes overcoming fantastic odds to save their
worlds and create a legacy for themselves, either by succumbing to fate or realizing their heroic
destiny.

lifespans and eventually gives them the opportunity to save the universe. The character
the players start the game with will almost certainly not be the one they end with; all
characters are fated to die.

3.) What is the resolution mechanic of HELLAS?
HELLAS incorporates the Omega System that uses a D20.

10.) What does HELLAS do to engage the players’
attention; why should they care?
The player characters are the central stars in the game. Nothing of importance
happens without their characters’ involvement. It is impressed upon the players that
they are the movers and shakers in the game world, and that they have the potential
to literally change the course of events as it unfolds. There are subsystems that allow
the characters to manipulate and change the social well being of an entire planet.
Furthermore, players are motivated by glory and destiny to move their character
forward through their adventures. Proactive play is rewarded; the penalty for idleness
is no glory and a forgotten life for their character.

4.) How does Character Creation in HELLAS reinforce what the
game is about?
The game uses a lifepath system to construct a back story for the players to build on. All
characters in the game are Heroes, and the lifepath helps reinforce this with unique but random story
elements that flesh out the Hero. A lifepath also helps to determine a Hero’s Fate and Destiny, giving
the characters a built-in mythic quality.

11.) What are the publishing goals for HELLAS?
To produce a finite number of books that further detail and expand the universe
and the beings that inhabit it. Free downloadable content will be available periodically
to enhance your HELLAS game. By the end of the HELLAS line, the game will detail
a span of 100 years and the eventual ascension of the races or their dark spiral into
oblivion. Either way, the epic story comes to a definite end.

5.) How do players contribute to the HELLAS story?
The players and Game Master collaboratively create extraordinary stories as they adventure
through the universe of HELLAS. Using the rules within these pages, players are able to actively add
to the story and just react to elements the GM throws at them.

12.) Who is HELLAS’ target audience?
Mature players, both men and women, who want an epic adventure beyond the
standard tired science fiction game. The game features mature themes involving sex
and violence so it is not recommended for very young or novice players. In HELLAS,
Glory takes the place of gold and the Hero’s deeds take the place of their loot.

2.) What do the characters do in HELLAS?
The characters are Heroes who solve problems that affect them and their people. Through their
actions, they might either save the universe or be tragically responsible for its doom.

6.) How does HELLAS’ setting reinforce what the game is about?
The setting models the time between the Greek heroic age and the time of Alexander as an
inspiration. The myths and legends presented within that time period are the basis for the central
theme of HELLAS.
7.) What should HELLAS make the players feel when playing?
Players should get a sense of accomplishment not found in many traditional games. Once their
adventures are complete, the players should feel that they were the primary (and most important)
element in the story. To support this, their characters actually have access to mechanics that allow for
permanent change in the universe.
8.) What types of behaviors/styles of play does HELLAS
encourage?
The player characters are made in the vein of Greek Heroes; there is a tragedy for every triumph.
Players are encouraged to not only succeed at goals, but to bring their disadvantages into play. Glory
is particularly important, and therefore makes players proactive rather than reactive. To attain glory
the player characters must do things worthy of their peers and the Gods’ attention.
9.) Where does HELLAS take the players that other games don’t?
HELLAS takes the players through several generations of the Hero’s and his descendants’
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Iron-armed Iolaus
Favored of

Heuson

Race

Hellene

Favored of

Athenia

Race

Goregon

Age

21

Profession

Spartan Hoplite

Age

17

Profession

Goregon Terror Troop

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

+0

+1

+0

+0

+3

+2

+2

+0

+3

-1

+0

+0

+3

+0

10

Glory

+1
25

-2

Hero Points

+0
7

+5

33

+1
45

+1

Hit Points

10

Hit Points

Hero Points

Glory

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Athletics +2 [+4], Command +2[+2], Etiquette (Hellene) +7[+7], Evade +4 [+6],
Instinct +2 [+3], Intimidate +2 [+2], Navigation +1 [+1], Pankration +3 [+6], Parry +6
[+9], Speak Language (Hellene, Native), Speak Language (Zoran)+3[+3], Stealth +1
[+3], Survival (of Slipspace) +2 [+2], Weapon (Melee) +10 [+3], Weapon (Guns) +6
[+9], Weapon (Thrown) +3 [+6], Profession (Warrior, STR) +10 [+13]

Athletics +3 [3], Command +1 [+2], Etiquette (Goregon) +7[+8], Evade +4[+4],
Instinct +2[+2], Intimidate +10[+11], Pankration +4[+5], Parry +6[+7], Speak
Language (Goregon, Native), Speak Language (Hellene, Basic) +3[+3], Tracking/
Shadowing +1[+1], Weapon (Melee) +11[+12], Weapon (Ranged) +4[+5], Profession
(Shock Trooper, CON) +10[+15]

Talents/Special Abilities

Talents/Special Abilities

May re-roll one failed roll per game.
May add +2 to any Command roll

May add 6 (double CON) to resist natural organic poison (not synthetic poisons).
May use its tail to coil and grapple, or slap an opponent. This counts as an extra action
that can be used in addition to any other melee attack with multi-action penalties. The
tail does (DR3+STR).

Equipment
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Baruch, Bringer of Woe

Heavy Cuirass armor (PR6), Heavy helmet (PR3), Med. Hoplon
shield, Spartan infantry spear(DR8+STR), Spartan storm gun (DR12,
RoF 3), military clothing

Equipment

Medium Cuirass Armor (Goregon carapace) (PR5), Goregon Arm
Blades (DR8+STR), Goregon pole axe (DR12+STR), stealth suit

Draco, Son of Kings

Leander the Bold

Favored of

Areson

Race

Nephelai

Favored of

Apollon

Race

Myrmidon

Age

5

Profession

Nephelai Assassin

Age

14

Profession

Myrmidon Hoplite

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

+2

+1

+1

+0

-1

+0

+0

+0

+1

+2

+0

+0

+0

+0

+0

+5

+2

+2

+2

-3

Hit Points

20

Hero Points

7

Glory

Hit Points

22

Hero Points

5

Glory

25

25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Athletics +4[+4], Deception +2[+2], Deduce Motive +2[+3], Etiquette (Nephelai)
+7[+7], Evade +8[+8], Influence +5[+5], Investigate/Search +2[+3], Lore (noble
families) +2[+4], Pankration +2[+3], Parry +2[+3], Speak Language (Nephelai,
Native), Speak Language (Hellene, Basic) +3[+5], Stealth +8[+8], Tracking/
Shadowing +4[+5], Weapon (melee) +8[+9], Profession (Assassin, DEX) +10[+10]

Athletics +3[+8], Command +2[+2], Etiquette (Myrmidon) +7[+7], Evade +10[+15],
Instinct +4[+4], Intimidate +1[+1], Pankration +8[+10], Parry +2[+4], Speak Language
(Myrmidon, Native), Speak Language (Hellene) +3[+3], Stealth +2[+7], Tracking/
Shadowing +3[+8], Weapon (guns) +8[+10], Weapon (melee) +8[+10], Profession
(Hoplite, STR) +10[+10]

Talents/Special Abilities

Talents/Special Abilities

May fly at SPD+10
May become intangible and immune to physical harm twice per game for a duration of
1 minute.

May alter the shape of its body to creep under doors and through cracks or add two
extra limbs (one per CON). Each additional limb may be used but causes a multiple
action penalty.
On a successful grappling attack, the Myrmidon may spend additional actions covering
and biting with its myriad small pincers doing its CON in bonus damage.
Can see in all directions

Equipment

Stealth suit, 2 Ǽther Daggers (DR8+STR), Amazoran bow, and 10
poison arrows (DR9 plus poison)

Equipment

Medium Cuirass armor (Hoplite mesh) (PR3), Med. Hoplon shield,
Spartan infantry spear (DR8+STR), Hoplite Assault Gun (DR10,
RoF 3), military clothing
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Niobe Swift-Shot
Favored of

Artesia

Race

Amazoran

Favored of

Amphrosia

Race

Nymphas

Age

24

Profession

Scout

Age

34

Profession

Nymphas Thief

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

+0

+2

+1

+0

+0

+2

+0

+4

+0

-1

+0

+0

-1

+6

-1

+1

+0

+2

+1

+0

Hit Points

21

Hero Points

5

Glory

Hit Points

18

Hero Points

13

Glory

25

25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Athletics +10[+12], Computers (Personal) +1[+1], Etiquette (Amazoran) +7[+7],
Evade +5[+7], Ride +2[+4], Investigate/Search +4[+6], Lore (Region) +3[+3], Speak
Language (Zoran, Native), Speak Language (Hellene) +3[+3], Stealth +10[+10],
Survival (Forest) +4[+4], Tracking/Shadowing +2[+4], Weapon (Guns) +8[+8],
Profession (Scout, PER) +10[+12]

Athletics +4[+5], Deception +6[+12], Disable Mechanism +4[+5], Etiquette
(Nymphas) +7[+7], Evade +6[+7], Influence +5[+11], Investigate/Search +7[+7],
Sleight of Hand +10[+11], Speak Language (Nymphas, Native), Speak Language
(Hellene) +3[+3], Stealth +10[+11], Weapons (melee) +8[+9], Profession (Thief, DEX)
+10[+11]

Talents/Special Abilities

Talents/Special Abilities

May add +4 to initiative rolls
May add +2 to any willpower roll

May blend in to natural woodland surrounding. Gains a+2 to hide or stealth rolls
May control men’s minds with pheromones. Pholomena must make physical contact
and beat the subject in a WIL vs WIL roll.

Equipment
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Golden eyed Philomena

2 Hoplite pistols (DR8, RoF2), Lightweight Cuirass (PR1), enviro
suit, Perdix active vision goggles, binoculars, comlink, flashlight

Equipment

Doric Chiton and Hitmation of high fashion quality, stealth suit,
Nymphas thorn blade (DR 8+STR) , Lightweight Cuirass (PR 1)

Nimble Handed Xithos

Aura, Seer of Currents

Favored of

Hephaston

Race

Zintar

Favored of

Hoseidon

Race

Kyklopes

Age

27

Profession

Zintar Engineer

Age

30

Profession

Kyklopes Tactician

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

INT

PER

WIL

CHA

STR

DEX

CON

SPD

CR

DYN

+5

+2

+2

+0

-1

+1

+0

-1

+0

-1

+0

+5

+1

-1

+1

+0

+0

+0

+1

+3

Hit Points

18

Hero Points

7

Glory

Hit Points

20

Hero Points

7

Glory

25

25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)

Computers (of choice) +7[+12], Disable Mechanism +10[+11], Handicraft (vehicles)
+10[+15], Handicraft (mechanical engineering) +10[+15], Handicraft (weapon
smith) +8[+13], Research +2[+7], Speak Language (Zintar, Native), Speak Language
(Hellene, Basic) +3[+8], Pilot +5[+6], Weapon (Gun) +2[+2], Profession (Engineer,
INT) +10[+15]

Command +10[+9], Deception +4[+3], Deduce Motives +4[+9], Etiquette (Kyklopes)
+7[+7], Instinct +2[+7], Investigate/Search +5[+10], Lore (Trade Routes) +2[+2],
Lore (Tactics) +6[+6], Mode (Sensory) +7[+10], Navigation +5[+5], Pilot +8[+8],
Research +3[+3], Science (Psychology) +2[+2], Speak Language (Kyklopes, Native),
Speak Language (Hellene)+3[+3], Weapon (gun) +2[+3], Profession (Tactician, INT)
+10[+10]

Talents/Special Abilities
All Zintars may see in the dark as if it is daylight
Zintars all use a carapace to move freely on land. Any damage done to the zintar is first
taken from the Carapace.

Equipment

Tool kit, Diadalos hand comp, 2 hover plates, welding kit, Hoplite
Pistol (DR 8, RoF 2), 1 Blast Grenade (DR 18 3m radius)

Talents/Special Abilities
My add twice her PER to damage against a target twice per game.

Equipment

Magnetic Launch pistol (DR9, Rof 1), Diadalos hand comp, security
machina

Standard carapace

HP

DEX

STR

SPD

25

User

User

+0

Accessories:

Armor PR 4
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Core Rules
The game uses a straightforward ruleset that utilizes a single D20 roll to resolve actions. The
following section explains how to apply the rules to combat and non-combat situations.

The Results Table

All actions in the game are resolved by the following procedure:
1. Determine the Degree of Difficulty (DoD). The DoD represents the relative ease or difficulty of
an action. A positive DoD represents an easy action while a negative DoD represents a difficult action.
2. Add the character’s Skill or Attribute Rating to the DoD.
3. Take the result (a positive number, a negative number, or zero) and add it to a D20 roll.
4. Consult the Results Table for the result.
That’s all you really need to know. All the rules in this book are just variations of the above
procedure. Players contribute by describing the Intent of their characters’ actions to the GM. Then
it is the GM’s job to interpret the outcome of the Results Table and how it affects the particular scene
the player characters are involved in. Guidelines and tips for interpreting these rolls are covered later.

Results Table Key
Critical
Failure:

Not only does the attempted action fail, but it fails miserably
and may have additional negative consequences, such as
accidental damage to the character attempting the action, the
opposite outcome of the intended effect, etc. It is the GM’s job to
determine the actual results of any Critical Failure, based on the
circumstances surrounding the attempted action.

Failure:

The action fails to achieve the intended result. There is no further
negative impact.

Partial
Success:

The action is only moderately successful, achieving part but not all
of the intended effect (such as half-damage from an attack or partial
effect from Dynamism).

Full Success:

The action achieves the intended result.

Critical
Success:

The action is even more successful than intended, achieving the
player’s stated intent and also yielding additional benefits of some
sort (an attack causes a Critical Wound that disables the opponent,
there is an increased effect from Dynamism, etc.). It is the GM’s
job to determine the actual results and extent of any Critical
Success, based on prevailing circumstances.

Rounding Numbers

Sometimes a number will have to be divided because of a partial success or
some other reason. When rounding numbers, always round UP to the next whole
number.

Attributes And Attribute Rolls

Attributes represent natural abilities, such as strength, intelligence, and dexterity.
Each has a numerical value, referred to as its Attribute Rating. The Attribute Rating
for a Hellene of “average” ability is “0.” An attribute rating of +1 or greater is above
average, while a rating of -1 or lower is below average.
Attributes can be used as modifiers to specific Skills by adding the Attribute’s
numerical value to the level of the Skill (the total is referred to as the Skill Rating; see
the section on Skills in the Character Creation chapter). Attributes can also be used to
determine the result of actions for which there is no specific skill.
Example: Lifting a heavy object is a function of the Strength
(STR) Attribute. Trying to locate a lost item is a function of the
Perception (PER) Attribute.

Skill Rating
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Skill Rating = Skill Level + Attribute
Skills are abilities acquired through training and practice. There are two terms used
to describe Skills: Level and Rating. Skill Level indicates the character’s degree of
training, with “+1” representing a basic level of proficiency.
Example: Dayn, with a DEX of +1 and an Evade skill of +5, would
have a Skill Level of +5 and a Skill Rating of +6.

Intent

Intent is a player’s description of what his or her character hopes to accomplish by
a particular action and the crux of the entire system. Players can help the Game Master
by offering specific information on their character’s Intent before rolling on the Results
Table. This helps the Game Master determine the chance of success for the attempted
action, as well as its actual outcome.
Example: A Hero with the Evade skill is trying to use the skill for
more than just a dodge. His intent is to backflip toward an opponent,
leading the archer’s aim in that direction, and at the last minute
move out of the way and cause the archer to shoot the unsuspecting
opponent. The GM decides this is a tricky prospect and adds
additional DoD to the Hero’s roll. If the Hero fails, the GM determines
the Hero will be hit by the arrow. If he gets a partial success he is
nicked on the way past, and on a full success his clever use of Evade
is rewarded with his intended result.
Example: A Hero wants to shoot a sandbag hanging from the
rafters so that it falls on an opponent, making him collapse to the
ground. His intent is not to do damage but to slow his enemy down.

Degree Of Difficulty (Dod)

Degree of Difficulty (DoD) is a modifier determined by the Game Master. It is
based on the GM’s appraisal of how hard or easy it would be for an individual with
an Attribute or Skill Rating of “0” to attempt a given action. The Degree of Difficulty
modifier typically falls between +10 and -10, with easy actions given a bonus (+1, +2,
etc.) on the Results Table die roll, and difficult actions given a penalty (-1, -2, etc.).
The character’s Intent and any extraordinary circumstances surrounding the proposed
action are also factors in determining Degree of Difficulty.
Example: A Hero has a +3 to his roll but has a DoD-4 (penalty).
He would have a net penalty of -1 to his roll.
A Hero has a +3 to his roll and a DoD+2 (bonus). He would have
a net bonus of +5.

Opposed Actions

Whenever a character attempts an action that is directly opposed by another
individual or creature, the opponent’s ability rating is used as the Degree of Difficulty.
In such cases, the Degree of Difficulty will either be the opponent’s Skill Rating or an
Attribute Rating, whichever is most appropriate.
Example: Dayn the thief wants to use his stealth skill to sneak
past a watchman. Because this is an Opposed Action, the Degree of
Difficulty is the watchman’s ability to detect the thief.
The watchman has a Perception of +3. Dayn’s stealth skill rating
is +9. Dayn’s player rolls a D20 and adds +9 Versus a DoD of -3 (the
watchman’s Perception) as a penalty.

Multiple Actions

As a basic rule, each character is allowed to take one action per round. However, players can take
more than one action per round but suffer a penalty in so doing. For each action already performed during
the round, characters suffer a cumulative -5 Results Table penalty. Extra actions can be performed during
a character’s turn, or later in the round as responses to the actions of other characters.

Time In The Game
One Round = 6 seconds

Time is measured in discrete units, called rounds. A round is roughly six seconds long, enough time
for a character to trade blows with an opponent, create a Dynamistic effect, or do anything else that can
be accomplished in six seconds or less.

Reaction Rolls
Reaction Roll = CHA Attribute + applicable skill
The first impression that a character makes on any new acquaintance is determined by making a
Reaction roll on the Results Table. Normally a Reaction roll is based on the sum of a character's CHA +
skill (influence) and modified by Glory. Failure indicates an unfavorable or even hostile reaction; success
indicates acceptance (or at least ambivalence), while Critical Success will always yield the most favorable
response possible under the prevailing circumstances.

Perception Checks
Perception Checks = PER attribute

When a Hero is called upon to see something interesting or important he makes a perception check
using his PER attribute with a DoD determined by the GM.

Resistance Rolls
Physical Resistance = CON
Mental Resistance = WIL
Physical resistance rolls are used to defend against the effects of poison, disease, or other ailments
that might affect a Hero physically.
Mental resistance rolls follow the same procedure and are used when defending against a mental
assault or reaction roll.

Movement
Standard Movement = 30m (for Hellenes with SPD+0) per round

Individuals and creatures can move up to 30 meters in one round’s time, or twice this if sprinting,
triple this if running, or quadruple this if moving at an all-out pace.

Combat Damage
Combat Damage = STR attribute

Damage totals for physical attacks employing natural or other melee weaponry are modified by
adding the attacker’s Strength Rating to the weapon’s Damage Rating (DR).
Example: A Hero with a STR+2 and a sword (DR8) would do 10 points of damage
on a successful hit (2+8=10).
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Combat

Like all actions in the game, combat results are determined by rolling a D20 on the Results Table.
However, the level of detail required to simulate combat in the game is significantly greater for
combat than for Skills or Attributes.
As with all Skills, Combat Skills also have an Attribute Modifier, which is called a Combat Rating
(CR, for short). The term, Combat Skill Rating, always refers to the combination of a Combat Skill’s
level plus the character’s CR modifier.
Combat Rating (CR): The Hero’s Attribute
Combat Skill Rating: The total of the Combat Skill and the Combat Rating

Combat Rounds And Turns

During combat, time is measured in rounds. A round is roughly six seconds long: enough time for
combatants to draw weapons and exchange attacks or move up to the maximum allowable distance
based on their movement. During a combat round, each character is given a chance to take action.
A single character’s action within a round is called a turn, as in: “it’s Dayn’s turn to attack.” Once
all characters involved in the combat have taken their turn, the round is over.

Damage & Protection

Weapons and other forms of attack do a set amount of damage based on their Damage Rating
(DR) and the Results Table die roll. Protection Rating (PR) describes the protective value of armor.

Damage Rating (Dr)

A weapon’s Damage Rating (DR) is equivalent to the maximum number of Hit Points it is capable
of doing in the hands of an individual or creature of “average” (0-rated) Strength.
Example: A long sword with a DR of 8 will do a maximum of eight HP damage.
When using handheld weapons, combatants add their Strength Rating (STR) to the Damage
Rating total.
For example, a Hero with a STR of +2 will do a maximum of 10 HP damage
with that same long sword (DR8 plus STR+2 = 10).
Miscellaneous Damage Ratings
Body Slam

DR3 + STR

Choke

DR2 + STR per round

Kick

DR2 + STR

Punch

DR1 + STR

Head Butt

DR1 + STR

Protection Rating (Pr)
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Armor is rated according to its ability to absorb and reduce damage, which is referred to as its
Protection Rating (PR).The PR of any type of armor is equivalent to the amount of damage it will
absorb in Hit Points from each successful hit.
Example: Armor with a Protection Rating of +3 will reduce the damage of an
attack by three Hit Points.

Shields

Handheld shields provide additional protection by making the bearer harder to
hit. Shields increase the DOD of the user to be hit in combat and also provide a bonus
when used to parry. A shield increases the DoD to be hit by +1 for light and medium
shields and +2 for heavy shields.
Example: A Hero has a DoD-10 to hit an opponent. If the
opponent had a medium shield, the Hero would have a DoD-11 to hit
the opponent.
When used to parry, the shield provides a bonus to the roll determined by the size
of the shield.
Example: The Hero has a shield parry skill total of +10; with a
medium shield his total is +12.

Combat in Detail
1. Combatants Roll For Initiative

At the beginning of any combat situation, each combatant makes an SPD Attribute
roll. This is called rolling for Initiative. This roll is not judged on the Results table but
is simply the sum of the D20 roll + the Hero’s SPD.
Example: Dayn is fighting two opponents. The Hero has a SPD+2,
the first opponent has a SPD+0, and the last opponent has a SPD+3.
They all roll a D20 and add the result to their SPD Attribute. Dayn
rolls a 7 and adds his SPD+2 for a total of 9. The first opponent rolls
an 11 and adds his SPD+0 for a total of 11, and the last opponent
rolls a 9 and adds his SPD of +3 for a total of 12.
The order of the combat round is second opponent, first opponent,
and then Dayn.

2. Player/GM States Intent

Before rolling for a combat action, the player or GM must state his character’s
Intent. The GM states Intent for his NPCs. This is done by choosing a weapon or
Combat Skill, and a Combat Tactic.
There are four categories of Combat Tactics: Attack, Defend, Movement, and
Stunt.
Each has a number of variations, as described in the section on Combat.
Example: A character’s Intent might be to throw a spear, parry
with a shield, retreat, or try to trip or distract an opponent.

3. GM Determines Bonuses Or Penalties

After the player/GM indicates the weapon and tactic being used and describes the
character’s Intent, the Game Master determines if any bonus or penalty will be applied
before the player/GM rolls on the Results Table.
Apply a modifier based on the Degree of Difficulty. If the Combat tactic is being
opposed by another individual or creature, the Degree of Difficulty is always based
on the defender’s abilities. Decide which ability is most appropriate, based on the
following considerations:

The DoD to hit a an opponent in combat is usually equal to the target’s DEX + Evade skill.
Example: Dayn has a melee weapon skill rating of +10. His opponent has an
Evade skill rating of +6. Dayn has a DoD+4.
BB If the opponent is actively parrying, the DoD is equal to the opponent’s CR + Parry skill (See
Defense Rules).
Example: Dayn has a Sword skill rating of +10. His opponent has an Axe skill of
+12. The Hero has a DoD-2.
If the attack is unopposed, then the Degree of Difficulty is based on how simple or difficult it will
be for the character to achieve his or her stated Intent.
Example: If Dayn the Forgotten is trying to hit an unwary opponent with an
arrow, the Degree of Difficulty would be based on such factors as the target’s range
and degree of cover, not the opponent’s combat abilities.
Compare applicable bonuses and penalties, and use the total as the modifier that will be applied to
the player’s Results Table Combat roll.
BB

4. Player/GM Rolls To Attempt The Action

To determine whether the Combat action is successful or not, the player/GM adds his Combat
Skill Rating to the DoD and rolls 1D20, adding it to the result.
Example: Dayn wants to shoot the unaware opponent. Dayn’s player rolls the
D20 and gets a result of 15, and modifies the roll with the DoD (Degree of Difficulty)
of -3. The final number is 12 (15 – 3 = 12), a Success.

5. GM Judges Result

After the player/GM rolls, the GM interprets the Results Table result, taking into account the
specific circumstances surrounding of the action, and other factors. Combat actions intended to cause
damage will produce one of the following results:
Critical Failure:

The attack fails due to a mishap of some sort; the attacker stumbles and falls,
hits himself, hits an unintended target, breaks the weapon being used, etc.
(GM’s ruling)

Failure:

The attack misses the intended target.

Partial Success:

The attacker scores a glancing blow that only does half the attack form’s total
Damage Rating (rounded-up to the nearest whole number).

Full Success:

The attack does its full Damage Rating.

Critical
Success:

The attack does full Damage Rating and achieves the attacker’s stated Intent.
If the Intent was to injure or kill, the victim suffers a Critical Wound, and must
make a roll using his Constitution Rating to determine how badly he is hurt.
Subtract the Damage Rating of the attack from this CON roll. Partial Success
means the victim suffers a penalty of -5 on all further actions until healed of
the Critical Wound. Failure or Critical Failure means the victim is incapacitated
until healed. See the chapter on Combat for more information of Critical
Wounds.
Example: Dayn gets a full success with his roll of 12 and does full damage with
his arrow. If the roll had a DoD of -8 the final result would have been a 7 (15 – 8 =
7), a Partial success doing half-damage.

COMBAT TACTICS
Attack

An attack can be defined as any action intended to injure, restrain, stun, or
otherwise hamper an opponent. There are four kinds of attacks: close attacks, ranged
attacks, grappling attacks, and subdual attacks.
Hitting an opponent in Combat
The difficulty to his an opponent isThe attackers CR+ weapon skill – Targets Defense skill rating
A defense skill rating can be;
BB DEX+Evade skill (usable versus all attacks.)
BB CR+Parry Skill (usable versus all attacks if a shield is used.)
BB CR+Parry Skill (usable versus hand to hand attacks if melee weapons are
used. If attacked by a range weapon default to Evade skill)
See defense for more detail.

Close Attacks
Intent Example:

Dayn will move in and stab his opponent with his dagger.

Most Common Roll
Attacker’s CR+ Skill vs. DoD = DEX + Evade
A Close Attack is a maneuver that attempts to cause damage to an opponent at
close range. Any type of hand-to-hand combat, with or without weapons, is considered
a Close Attack. Unless the intended target is unaware or incapable of defense, a Close
Attack is considered an Opposed Action.
To simulate a Close Attack, the attacker rolls on the Results Table, adding the Skill
Rating for the weapon or attack form being employed. The defender’s Skill Rating is
used as a negative modifier (see Defense, q.v.).
Example: Dayn the beggar stabs at a city guard who is attempting
to evict him. Dayn has a Skill Rating of +17 with melee weapons (the
appropriate attack skill in this case). The guard defends with his DEX
+ Evade of +9. The total attack roll modifier is +8 (17 - 9 = 8). Dayn
’s player rolls a 10 for a total of 18: Full Success. The GM describes
how the knife cuts into the lightly armored abdomen of the guard.

Ranged Attacks
Intent Example:

Dayn will take his dagger and throw it at the man escaping
on foot.

Most Common Roll Attacker’s CR+ Skill vs. DoD = DEX + Evade
A Ranged Attack is defined as any attempt to hit an opponent or target from a
distance. Common Ranged Combat attacks include shooting with a projectile weapon,
such as a bow or crossbow, firing a catapult or other siege weapon, using a firearm or
laser weapon, or using hand-hurled weapons like javelins, rocks, or knives.
If the intended target is unaware of the Ranged Attack or is immobile, the Degree
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of Difficulty is based on the target’s range and availability (size, visibility, degree of
cover, etc.). If the defender is actively trying to dodge or evade a Ranged Attack, the
Degree of Difficulty is based on range and availability plus the defender’s modified
defensive Combat Skill or Attribute Rating. Penalties for range and availability are as
follows:
BB Target is within half the effective range: no penalty
BB Target is one step beyond normal range: -4
BB Target is two steps beyond normal range: -6
BB Target is three steps beyond normal range: -10
BB Target is moving at double movement rate: -1
BB Target is moving at triple movement rate: -2
BB Target is moving at quadruple movement rate: -4
BB Target is protected by cover: -1 per 10% cover
BB Target is smaller than man-sized: -1 to - 10
BB Target is larger than man-sized: bonus of +1 to +10

Grappling Attacks
Intent Example:
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Since I threw my dagger into the fleeing man’s back, I will
grab the assassin in front of me and hold his weapon arm.
A Grappling Attack is any attempt to grab, restrain, or throw an opponent through
the use of strength, leverage, or special grappling weapons. Grappling Attacks are
handled as per Close Attacks. However, a defender who has been grabbed or restrained
may take no further actions until he attempts to escape. If the defender’s escape
attempt is unsuccessful, on the next turn the attacker can either throw or choke the
defender without the need for a second attack roll. A thrown defender can be hurled
up to 2 meters away (+1 meter per +3 STR), and/or body slammed (DR 3 + STR).
Choking causes STR+4 DR per round until the defender escapes or is rendered
unconscious.
While engaged in a Grappling Attack, the attacker has a -5 penalty to his defensive
Skill Rating and the victim has an effective defensive Skill Rating of zero.
Example: Dayn is having a few drinks in a bar and has had the
misfortune of drawing the attention of the local tough, Skelos the
Unclean. Dayn knows that Skelos, who is far larger and stronger than
he, will try to get him in a hold and choke him. Dayn, who is faster,
decides to be the first to try to get a hold. He jumps on the back
of the brawny Skelos and attempts to apply a choke hold. Dayn 's
Pankration Rating is +14 while Skelos’ is +8 (modifying Dayn’s skill to
+6).
The GM decides that since Dayn is attempting a very daring
maneuver (tumbling through Skelos’ defenses to get at his back) he
receives a -3 to his Results Table roll (modifying the brawl skill further
to +3). Dayn's player rolls a 7 and adds the modifier of +3 for a result
of 10: Partial Success. The GM rules that Dayn has successfully
grappled Skelos but his chokehold causes no damage.
Because of their unusual nature and wide variety of effects, Grappling Attacks
have different Results Table results than standard Close Attacks as follows:

When Making a Grapple Attack:
Critical Failure:

The attacker has twisted himself into an awkward position and failed to
effectively hold his opponent. The opponent receives a +5 bonus on their
next attack vs. the grappler.

Failure:

The attacker fails to grab the defender.

Partial Success:

The attacker gets a partial hold but has little leverage. No choke or throw
attacks may follow this attack. The defender gets a +5 bonus to his or her
attempt to escape this hold.

Full Success:

The attacker achieves the hold they were attempting. They may throw or
choke the defender with their next action, or simply continue to hold.

Critical Success:

The hold is especially well placed and strong. The defender takes an
additional -5 penalty to any escape attempts.

When Escaping:
To escape the victim must make a CR + STR (or Pankration) versus a DoD equal to the grappler’s
CR + STR (or Pankration).
Critical Failure:

The defender twists himself into an even worse position. He takes an
additional -5 penalty to any further escape attempts.
Note that further Critical Failure results do not add to this penalty. The
maximum is -5.

Failure:

The defender remains in the hold.

Partial Success:

The defender slips partway out of the hold. Add +5 to his next escape attempt.

Full Success:

The defender escapes the grapple.

Critical Success:

The defender performs a perfect reversal. The defender may make an
immediate attack on his opponent at full skill, flee, or perform any other
action.

Subdual Attacks
Intent Example:

I want to keep the assassin for questioning so I will bludgeon him on the
head with a bottle to try and knock him out.
A Subdual Attack is an attempt to knock out an opponent by non-lethal means. This Tactic
requires the use of a blunt weapon (such as a club, staff, mace, punch, kick, etc.), and can be used as
part of any attack.

Dodge
Intent Example:

Dayn sees the last assassin approaching from behind and
wants to move out of the way of the swinging blade.

Most Common Roll Defender’s DEX + Skill vs. DoD = CR + Skill
Dodging is a defensive maneuver that moves the character out of harm’s way. This
may be as simple a maneuver as ducking, or as complex as a backflip.
Dodging is effective against close, ranged, and grappling attacks. Any of the
following Skills or Attributes can be used for a dodge attempt:
BB Evade Skill Rating
BB Athletics Skill Rating at -5
BB Pankration Skill Rating at -3
BB Dexterity Rating or Combat Rating (as per rules for substituting Attributes for
Skills)
Example: Dayn manages to disable all but one of the assassins
before they reach the fleeing Senator. The last assassin leaps
aboard the wagon that Dayn is in, tearing at him with his dirty knife.
Not wanting to lower himself to fighting like an animal (or risk being
dragged from the back of the wagon), Dayn elects to dodge the
assassin‘s attack. Dayn’s Evade Skill Rating is +10. The assassin’s
Small Blades skill rating is +9. Dayn rolls with a +1 bonus (10 - 9 = 1)
and gets a final result of 8: Partial Success. The evasive maneuver
doesn’t entirely avoid the assassin’s attack, so Dayn will take 1/2
damage if the assassin’s attack roll succeeds.

Parry
Intent Example:

Quickly pulling his dagger from the back of the foe he
killed earlier, he parries the next sword blow.

Most Common Roll
Defender’s CR + Skill vs. DoD = CR + Skill
A Parry is a defensive maneuver that interrupts an attack by putting something in
the attacker’s path, such as a shield or weapon. Shields are designed expressly for this
purpose, and give defenders who have a shield a +2 bonus when used for Parrying
(or +1 for individuals who don’t have Parry skill and are attempting this tactic). This
maneuver is known as a Shield-Parry. Any of the following Skills or Attributes can be
used as the modifier for a Parry attempt:
BB Parry Skill Rating
BB Weapon Skill Rating at -5
BB Pankration (no penalty if parrying a Pankration attack; penalty of -5 if parrying
a weapon attack)
BB Combat Rating (substitution)

Movement

Movement is a tactic intended to increase or close the distance between attacker and defender.
There are three variations: Retreat, Flee, and Advance. Note that in all three cases, rugged or difficult
terrain can decrease the maximum distance that can be covered in a round, and may even require SPD
or skill rolls to navigate safely.

Advance
Intent Example:

Dayn moves with caution toward his opponent, assessing
the situation as he advances.

Most Common Roll
Hero’s SPD + Athletics
An Advance is an attempt to close with an opponent at his normal Movement Rate or less. This
tactic allows the individual to attack or defend while moving without penalty. It is also possible to
use this tactic to Advance under cover, making it more difficult for opponents to target the advancing
individual with Ranged Attacks (q.v.).

Charge
Intent Example:

Dayn moves at twice his normal speed toward his
opponent, hoping to use the added momentum to drive
his blade home.

Most Common Roll
Hero’s SPD + Athletics
A high-speed Advance is called a Charge (double normal movement). This tactic allows the
individual to move up to double his SPD, though at the expense of any attempts at defense. Attacking
while Charging is possible at a penalty of -4 for Close Attacks and -6 for Ranged Attacks. When
making Close Attacks while Charging, add the character’s Speed (minimum of +1) to the damage
rating, as well as Strength. See the Combat Skill or Mounted Combat sections for additional modifiers.
Example: Dayn (STR +1) runs with abandon toward his opponent and uses his
forward momentum to drive his sword deeper into his opponent’s chest. His SPD
of +2 is added to the DR of the weapon (sword DR8). If Dayn is successful in his
attack, he will do 11 points of damage (DR8 of the weapon +1 for STR +2 for SPD).

Flee
Intent Example:

In the kitchen, Dayn sees the back door open and decides
to make a run for it before he is overwhelmed. He turns
and makes haste past the incoming cook.

Most Common Roll
Hero’s SPD+ Athletics
Fleeing is an attempt to disengage from an attack without regard for considerations of defense or
attack. Instead, the main goal is to escape as quickly as possible. A Fleeing opponent can move up to
his full Movement Rate per round, but may not attack or defend while doing so. Attempting to Flee
while engaged in Close Combat of any type exposes the fleeing opponent to one Unopposed attack
from each opponent within range. A successful dodge or parry will allow an individual to Flee on the
following round without being exposed to a Close Attack.
If a Fleeing character is being pursued, both the character and pursuer(s) must make Attribute
Rolls vs. their respective SPD once for each round of pursuit. Compare Results Table die rolls and
Speed Ratings to see if the Fleeing individual escapes or gets caught, using the following guidelines:
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Critical Failure:

Stumble and fall; you’re injured and cannot continue next round.

Failure:

Stumble and fall; you can get up and continue next round.

Partial Success:

Move up to half your maximum Movement Rate.

Full Success:

Move up to your maximum Movement Rate.

Critical Success:

Maximum Movement Rate plus you gain an additional 15m on
opponent.
Note: for Mishaps and Failures that occur during aerial or aquatic pursuits, substitute stumbles for
collisions, unfavorable wind/water currents, and/or crashes as applicable.

Retreat
Intent Example:

Dayn sees that the tavern is becoming crowded with attackers and
moves back through the kitchen door.

Most Common Roll
Hero’s SPD + Athletics
A Retreat is an attempt to disengage from a melee attack in an orderly and measured manner. The
retreating opponent can move up to half her normal Movement Rate per round while continuing to
fight or defend against attack without penalty.
When fighting the Hero only receives half her normal bonus to hit since she is backpedaling to
get away. The benefit of retreating is that the Hero receives a bonus of her SPD+3 to her defense rolls
versus her opponent.
The Hero subtracts her SPD from her opponent’s and the difference is the number of rounds she
must retreat before being considered disengaged (minimum of 1 round).
Example: Dayn (SPD+1) is fighting a patron of the bar (SPD+3). To retreat
without allowing a free unopposed attack, Dayn must retreat for two rounds (3 – 1 =
2). If the Opponent had a SPD+0 Dayn would only have to retreat for one round.

Stunts

A Stunt can be defined as any type of unconventional maneuver attempted during the course of
combat. This tactic includes such flamboyant maneuvers as leaping from high places, swinging from
ropes or chandeliers, vaulting over opponents, and the kind of daredevil moves that are commonly
seen in most action-adventure movies. It also covers “dirty tricks,” like tripping, throwing dirt in an
opponent’s eyes, and so on.
Since every stunt is different, we won’t provide you with an exhaustive list here. It’s always up
to the GM to determine what the Degree of Difficulty is for any given stunt, based on the specific
circumstances and how “cinematic” she wants the game to be. It’s usually a good idea for the GM to
tell her players ahead of time just what sorts of stunts will be allowed.
Example: Dayn cuts a rope with a thrown knife, bringing down a bazaar stall on
the heads of two guardsmen. (Weapons (Thrown): Difficulty -10 for a small target).
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Alcmene the thief whirls her cloak in the rushing guardsmen’s faces as she
jumps behind the bar. Hopefully, the cloak will momentarily stun and blind the
guards, allowing Alcmene to seemingly vanish. (Acrobatics: Difficulty -15 to confuse
all three guards).

Aimed Shots and Disarming

An aimed shot is an attack intended to hit a very specific target and/or cause a very
specific effect. Almost any Combat Tactic can be used in conjunction with an Aimed
Shot. A Ranged Attack intended to cut a ship’s sail, disable a moving vehicle, or knock
a weapon from an opponent’s hand is an Aimed Shot. So is a Close Attack intended to
disarm an opponent by striking his hand, or a Shield Parry used to deflect a missile in a
specific direction. The ability to temporarily stun or subdue an opponent with a single
blow, a staple of the action-adventure genre, can also be accomplished with an Aimed
Shot.
Disarming a Weapon
Disarming an opponent has an additional penalty of -2 to -10 depending on the size
of the weapon and how it is being handled.

Bypassing Armor
Aimed Shots can also be used to hit the small parts of an opponent that are not
covered by their armor, and thus ignore its Protection Rating. The additional Degree of
Difficulty penalty for this tactic is equal to the total base PR of the armor type worn. A
light cuirass is -1, medium, -3, heavy -6, etc.
Example: Dayn is trying to strike through a seam of an opponent’s
medium set of full plate. The opponent’s evade is 10 so normally
Dayne would have a DoD-10 to hit him. When we add in the penalty
for trying to bypass armor (full suit of medium armor base PR7) the
final DoD is -17.
NOTE: Some armor PRs are further customized by racial modifiers. The added PR is
not factored into the protection Rating, just the base PR of the armor type.
All Aimed Shots and Disarm attempts need a FULL success
A result of Success or Critical Success is required to achieve the intended effect;
for Aimed Shots, a result of Partial Success is the same as Failure.

Firearms & Automatic Weapons

Although Hellenes prefer hand-to-hand combat, firearms will likely come into
play at some point. High rate-of-fire guns and automatic weapons — whether they fire
slugs, bullets or lasers — are handled a bit differently than single-shot ranged weapons
such as bows, crossbows, and slings.
Firearms like handguns, sub-machine guns. and assault rifles can fire at a much
higher rate of fire than muskets and bows. The Multiple Action rule is applied
differently to rapid-fire firearms. Characters are able to fire a number of shots per
round up to the listed Rate of Fire (RoF) of the weapon used, representing a single
action. These shots must be fired at a single target. In the case of shotguns and similar
area-effect weapons, shots must be fired into a single 10-foot target area. If a character
changes targets, the Multiple Action rule applies.
Rate of Fire Penalty
When shooting a weapon with a rate of fire, the Hero suffers an additional penalty
to his attack roll equal to the rate of fire.
Example: When shooting a weapon with a RoF of 3 the Hero
suffers a-3 to his attack roll.

Damage Done from Rate of Fire Weapons
The damage done is equal to the Damage Rating (DR) of the weapon multiplied by
the Rate of Fire (RoF).
Example: a weapon with a DR of 8 and a RoF of 3 would do 24
points of damage on a successful attack.
Ammo Use
Automatic weapons can obviously fire more than 2, 3, or even 10 bullets in a
single round; however, this is abstracted in that it is assumed a large number of bullets
are being fired but only the number up to the RoF will possibly strike a target. For the
purposes of tracking the amount of ammunition used, the actual number of bullets fired
by an automatic weapon is equal to 3 times the RoF.
For the purposes of determining the amount of damage done, consult the Results
Table
Critical Failure

The weapon jams. The Hero must spend 5-INT rounds
(minimum of one) un-jamming the weapon.

Failure

The attack misses completely; uses 3x ROF ammo

Partial Success:

The attack does standard DR of weapon, uses 3x ROF
ammo

Full Success

Multiply DR by the Rate of Fire; uses 3x ROF ammo

Critical Success

Multiply DR by the Rate of Fire; uses half as much
ammo

Spraying an Area
Sometimes there may be a need to spray an area in the hopes of hitting multiple
targets. The Hero determines the area in meters he wants to shoot into and takes that as
a penalty to his roll. Everyone in the area has a DoD equal to his modified skill total to
evade the attack. If the attack is successful, those who fail to evade are hit by a single
round of ammo. Normal rate of fire rules apply for the expenditure of ammo.
Example: A soldier (Submachine Gun +9) is the rearguard of a
retreating group. A troop of enemy soldiers are in pursuit, and he
turns and fires his weapon at a 3-meter area, hoping to hit all five.
The soldier has a penalty to his roll of -3, making his total modified
skill +6. The advancing soldiers would have to evade as normal not to
be hit. If they fail their roll and the soldier succeeds, then he would hit
the pursuers for normal damage.

LIFE AND DEATH
Hit Points (HP)

This is a measure of how much injury a character can sustain before dying.

Death & Dying

Individuals or creatures reduced to zero or less Hit Points are rendered unconscious
and on the verge of death. Should this happen the Game Master should immediately
roll on the Results Table, using the victim’s CON versus a DoD equal to the number of
points he is below zero Hit Points. The total will yield one of the following results:
Critical Failure

The character is dead.

Failure

Things are looking grim. The victim is fading fast and will need to make
another CON roll every minute at a cumulative penalty of -1 per minute.
A result of failure or worse on any of these subsequent CON rolls results
in death. A result of partial success or better, and the victim gets to live
for another minute. At best, the victim will suffer a permanent injury of
some kind (as per a result of Partial Success). The need for the CON roll
can be negated if someone with the Heal or Medicine skill stabilizes the
Hero with a roll versus a DoD equal to the number of Hit Points below
zero. This roll will not restore Hit Points; only stop the need for further
rolls.

Partial Success:

The victim will recover, but will suffer some sort of permanent injury.
Possibilities include disfiguring scars, a 1-point reduction of one of the
victim’s Attributes, amnesia, or some other disability appropriate to the
circumstances surrounding the victim’s “near-death experience” (GM’s
ruling).

Full or Critical Success

The victim will recover completely, with or without medical attention,
and suffer no permanent damage. These rules should be reserved only
for PCs or important NPCs. Any other individual reduced to 0 HP or less
can simply be considered dead at once.
Example: Dayn (CON+1) has taken damage that has reduced him
to -5 Hit Points. His CON roll DoD is -4. He rolls the D20 and gets a
Partial Success, meaning that he will eventually recover with some
sort of scar or permanent wound.
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CRITICAL WOUNDS

Any attack that is made with the intent to kill or injure that yields a Results Table
result of Critical Success will cause a Critical Wound. Assuming the victim has not
been reduced to zero or less Hit Points, he must make a roll vs. his CON Rating (minus
the DR of the attack) to determine the extent of the injury, as follows:
Failure/Critical Failure

Partial Success:

Victim is incapacitated and rendered incapable
of movement, regardless of actual Hit Point total.
No further actions can be taken until the Critical
Wound damage is healed with a Medicine skill
roll. In the case of minor NPCs, a critical hit can
cause instant death or knockout (GM’s ruling)
without the need for a CON roll.
Victim can continue, but suffers a penalty of -5
on all die rolls until the Critical Wound damage is
healed (by Dynamist or non-Dynamist healing, or
through rest and recuperation).

Full/Critical Success
Victim can continue without penalty.
Example: a Hero swings his sword and critically hits his opponent.
The opponent takes 5 points of damage after armor reduction. The
opponent must make a CON roll with a DoD-5 (the damage taken).
The opponent rolls a 14 and gets a success to carry on fighting as
normal, but with a particularly nasty wound.
Later that same battle, the Hero again scores a critical hit on his
opponent who must again make a CON roll. This time the opponent
gets only a partial and continues to fight, but now with a penalty of -5
to ALL his actions.

Mooks’ Death and Dying, and Critical Hits

The critical hit rules are only used for Heroes and important
NPCs. A mook or henchman (or any other character not central to the
story) dies or is otherwise rendered unconscious and out of combat
when they reach zero Hit Points and may not roll on the Death and
Dying Chart ….

Healing
Natural Healing = 5 Hit Points per day + CON Attribute
Healing occurs at the rate of 5 Hit Points per day, plus one additional point of
healing per +1 Constitution Rating. Individuals with negative Constitution Ratings
heal at the rate of 5 HP per day, minus one point of healing per -1 CON Rating (the
minimum rate of healing is 1 HP per day).
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Hero Points

Hero points represents the cosmic luck that all Heroes have in fiction—that little
bit extra that gets him through the harrowing ordeal. There is always something
different about a Hero that helps him stand apart from his more mundane counterpart.
He is able to climb the mountain no sane person would, he can fight and best a lion,
and he can take injury that would lay a normal person low. This is illustrated by the
Hero spending Hero points.
Hero points are used through out the course of the adventure and only reset at the
beginning of a new adventure.
Note: A hero may spend two points per action
Your character can use Hero points for a variety of things:
BB Players may spend Hero points to increase a roll by +2. Hero points may be
spent after the roll is made.
BB Hero points may be used to negate a mishap or critical failure.
BB One Hero point will add +4 to damage inflicted.
BB Hero points may be spent to negate 4 points of damage per point spent. The
Hero can spend up to his maximum amount of Hero points in this way
Example: Iolaus is fighting a giant machina construct on the
asteroid archipelago in the Myrtoum solar sea expanse. At his
disposal are three Hero points. The machina shoots a salvo of micro
missiles at the nimble Hero, hitting him for 30 points of damage!
Iolaus is in the pursuit of a Diomedean bridle (one of his Ambitions)
and decides this would be a good time to use his Hero points to
negate the damage. Iolaus’ player spends all three Hero points and
negates 12 points of damage.
BB Two points will give you one extra Action for one round of combat without any
multi-action penalty.
BB Two points can be spent to negate the unconsciousness effects of a critical hit.
This takes a full turn to complete.

The Panthalassa

The Panthalassa (meaning the “cosmic all-sea”), or Slipspace as it is known by
traders, is an extra-dimensional area that allows ships to travel quickly between the
stars via Æthereal currents; traditionally, this Æther is believed to be the breath of the
Gods themselves. Most mariners liken the Panthalassa to the open oceans or rivers of a
planet with currents, waves, and tides, but unlike sailing on the surface of an ocean, the
Panthalassa has different strata that allow for different types of movement.
Travel in Panthalassa is usually achieved with what is called a Slipsail, made from
a special material that allows it to capture and accelerate the Æther, taking advantage
of the Ætheric nature of Slipspace. A ship traveling in the Panthalassa primarily uses
this Slipsail. The Æther blows into the sail and pushes against it, causing the vessel to
move. Without the sail a ship would have to rely either solely on its Sub-Light drives
or the actual Slip current and move at the slower “real space” rate.
Slipspace is a realm of rolling Ætheric clouds and sweeping Æthereal tides, but
many things exist in Slipspace beyond the sloshing sound of Ætheric “wind.”
Many who aren’t acquainted with the Panthalassa ask the same questions:

What are Slipsails?

Can you enter the Panthalassa on a planet?

Ætheric weapons (which are often fired planetside) and Slipspace drives work with the same basic
technology, but on different scales. Ætheric weapons disrupt magnetic fields slightly as they inflict
damage or shield a user from harm, and the gravity wave around the user is small and unnoticeable.
However, a Slipspace engine creates tears in real space and causes a huge localized gravity distortion
that can harm everything in the area including the ship and its occupants if it is fired while moored
on a planet. Most ships do not activate their Slipspace drives until well outside the gravity well of
planetary bodies, for fear of destroying themselves.
Ships that do activate their Slipspace engines on a planet do the Slipspace Drive rating x30
damage to everything within their Slipspace drive rating x 100 meters radius around the ship’s drive
area. Only items protected by Ætheric shields will be protected from the damage (this does not include
the ship, even if it is so shielded).

What is the weather like?

The breezes that blow in the Panthalassa are warm but become colder the lower you go until the
air is like a howling arctic wind, freezing exposed skin.

Are there whirlpools?

When entering Slipspace, a ship fires large cables with small Ætheric force screen
emitters. Once activated the screens light up with the charge of Ætheric energy and
propel the ship forward. These sails are mere energy projections, and if the emitter
is damaged it may no longer function properly. Ships without a Slipsail, or with a
malfunctioning Slipsail, may travel on Slipspace drives alone; however, movement is
decreased by half and maneuverability by 75%.
In combat, captains often target an enemy ship’s Slipsails to disable their ability
to flee. However, Slipspace sail emitters are fairly small (one meter in diameter) and
difficult to target with ship-board weapons. Most boarding parties will thus try to
capture the engine room, bridge, and Slipspace sail projectors and arrays to quickly
cripple the ship.

In the rarest instances captains have encountered whirlpools in the Panthalassa. The whirlpools
are violent aberrations that spit fire, lightning, and poisonous gas out while sucking a ship in. Ships
sucked in are thrown into real space in a random location in the universe. Captains have reported
being thrown 20 to 30 parsecs off course but longer journeys are possible depending on the size of the
whirlpool. Ship captains say that the journey lasts only a few seconds and is incredibly violent.

What does the Panthalassa look like?

Are there flora and fauna?

The Panthalassa looks like a mass of dark-violet rolling clouds in an Æthereal
planetary atmosphere. Every so often a crackle of lighting illuminates the area, but it is
generally harmless (at least in the upper reaches of Slipspace). The “clouds” of Æther
are in constant motion, moving in the direction of the current they happen to be in.
The higher you are in Slipspace the more light there is to see (even though there is no
actual sun) and the lower you go the more foreboding and darker it becomes. There is
no sun to light the realm, and many scientists and scholars believe that the light comes
from the starlight of real space above, in much the same way as real oceans are lit.
The Panthalassa is warm like a spring night, and is not a vacuum. A Hellene can
stand outside unencumbered by a vacuum suit and breathe and behave normally on his
ship (although some complain of a slightly musty odor and a heavy, humid feel in the
air). Most cruise liners have open pool and recreation areas that are available for use
when in Slipspace.

Are there planets?

Debris from old wrecks and ruined planetoids litter Slipspace and it is not uncommon to see a
drifting island of rock as one travels. On some of these planetoids twisted plant life can be seen, and
even animals are sighted on some of the planetoids in the upper reaches. Scholars believe these to be
the remnants of planets sunk in the far past.

The animals are generally nothing more than shades, and the trees and other plant life found there
neither grow nor die, locked in an eternal limbo. Those marooned in Slipspace have tried to survive on
these planetoids, but the fruit is bland and tasteless, and the animal flesh is ashy and bitter. Such food
can sustain a person indefinitely, but only barely, and prolonged indulgence leaves the imbiber with a
sunken, ashen complexion.
Some scholars believe that large planetoids exist in Slipspace far below, and that these are home to
the Harpy and the Lamia. Scholars suggest that deep in the nether regions of the Panthalassa lies one
such dark island named Thule, a place where the air is thick and cold and the light from above never
shines.
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Sample Adventure

Act One

Prison Break!
Synopsis

The Hook

The Heroes are asked by a noble in Elis to free his son from the most infamous
prison of the known worlds. The Heroes must travel there, find the boy, and get him
off-world before the authorities and the other prisoners find out.

BB

BB

BB
BB

The Heroes are asked to a symposium by the nobleman Dylon. He is an old
man and tells the Heroes a story of getting old, faded glory, and the legacy that
he has left.
He says that he is dying and that the only thing he has remaining is his great
riches and his foolish son, Bendis. He says that his son foolishly fell in love
with a young girl from the unsavory parts of the planet and fell in with her gang
of ruffians. So great was his love that when she was exiled to the prison world
of Olenos, he accepted some of the burden of her crime and followed her there.
Dylon asks that the Heroes bring his son back so that he may see him before he
dies.
For their troubles, the Heroes are promised wealth and glory. He adds that he
will pay a man to write songs about them for years to come.

The Conflict
BB
BB

BB
BB

BB

BB

The Heroes set off for the planet of Olenos.
While in Slipspace the Heroes see passing prison ships and can hear the cries
of the guilty as they pass by. When the Heroes get closer, they see a raging
Slipspace storm near their destination.
The Heroes must make a few rolls to come out of the storm unscathed.
An Athletics + STR versus a DoD-3 is needed to hold on to something as the
ship is buffeted about. Failure means the Hero takes 5 points of damage (armor
does protect).
Next, the Heroes must make a Resolve + CON roll versus a DoD-5 to
withstand the burning poison gas in the swirling tempest as it permeates their
ship before hatches can be closed. Those that fail suffer DR5 damage (armor
does not protect).
Lastly, the Heroes must make a Resolve + WIL roll versus a DoD-3 to
withstand the cacophony of the howling screams carried on the winds of the
cosmic storm. Those that fail lose 2 Hero Points!

Resolution
BB
BB

BB
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The Heroes arrive at the dreary world and must come up with a plan to break
into the prison.
The Heroes may make an Investigate/Search + INT to find a secret way into the
prison, or use Stealth + DEX to sneak inside. Computers + INT may be used to
hack the system, allowing them to bypass the monitor equipment unseen. All
have a DoD-7.
The prison sits on a rock and is very busy with ships flying in and leaving.
Trash circles the world and bodies litter the space around the planet, forming a
great macabre ring.

Act Two

The Heroes get inside and find planet is run by Phorbas the King, a large Hellene
man who now rules the prison world after his cronies usurped power from the guards.
Phorbas killed all of the prison guards, commandeered a prison barge and is
preparing to leave, along with every cutthroat, deviant, and malcontent in the prison.
The ship is currently being repaired after the recent battle with the inmates and
refueled with Promethium and food stores.
To celebrate the escape, Phorbas organizes an Olympic-style game in his honor
and some of the prisoners will be thrown to a wild beast for the enjoyment of the
masses.

Hook
BB
BB

BB

The Heroes get onto the planet and find that it is now run by the prisoners there.
The “Great Games” are being prepared when the Heroes arrive and the first
spectacle will be culling of the weak. Phorbas presents the weak prisoners and
Bendis is among them. The opportunist Anatola is now with the king and has
left Bendis to fend for himself.
The Heroes will have to be careful, because if the prisoners get a whiff of the
Heroes’ intent, they will kill them.

Conflict
BB
BB

BB

BB

The Heroes must rescue the young man without cause much stir.
Bendis will be thrown to a large mutant garbage rat and will surely die. Before
the grisly spectacle, as a joke, Phorbas ask if anyone will join the poor soul in
his fight. The crowd laughs but this is the Heroes’ opportunity to fight alongside
the young man and protect Bendis.
If the Heroes choose to fight with Bendis they will be asked their names by
the king—he announces their names to all and will be cheered. They all gain 5
Glory.
Phorbas will comment so the Heroes can hear that he knows all the faces in the
prison, but does not recognize the Heroes.

Resolution
BB

Act Three

The Heroes now have Bendis under their protection but must flee the prison before
they are found out. Unknown to them, Anatola knows the Heroes’ true identities and
will offer this information to Phorbas.

Hook
BB
BB

BB

Before the Heroes are allowed to go about their business on the prison world,
Phorbas wants to meet and celebrate the Heroes’ victory.
Phorbas is a gracious host and offers the Heroes food and drink. At his
side is Anatola the Lovely. She flaunts her affections for Phorbas so Bendis
knows where her loyalties now lie and she eyes the Heroes sourly. Bendis is
heartbroken and will bemoan her betrayal like a spoiled young man still smitten
with the viper that is Anatola.
Phorbas will honor the Heroes and believe any story they tell.

Conflict
BB

The Heroes dispatch the giant rat, have Bendis in their possession, and are now
ready to leave the planet.
BB
BB
BB
BB

As soon as the Heroes attempt to take their leave of the crime king, Anatola
will speak up and point at the hero with the highest Renown (use CHA attribute
if the Heroes are tied in Renown). She will state that she has heard of the Hero
and that he is an imposter sent here to take what belongs to Phorbas!
Phorbas will be enraged and order his men to kill the Heroes.
At his disposal Phorbas has 6 men (see the prisoners in the Adversaries
section).
The Heroes will have no trouble against the unruly mob and can make their
escape. Phorbas and Anatola will try to escape if the Heroes target them.
Bendis will do his best to make the Heroes’ lives miserable as he whines about
his “true love” and will attempt to go after Anatola, putting himself in harm’s
way.

Resolution
BB

The Heroes will make it to their escape route.
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Act Four

As the Heroes board their ship on the way back home they encounter Phorbas one
last time. He, along with Anatola, wants revenge.

Conflict
BB
BB

Hook
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

Bendis is beside himself with grief over his lost lover. He laments and
constantly whines over his loss.
As the final preparations are made to leave, Bendis eyes something outside the
ship and quickly flees.
The Heroes find Bendis in the clutches of Phorbas with a knife to his neck.
Behind the two men Anatola stands holding a knife.
Phorbas will announce, “none may take anything from the King of Olenos!”
and state the boy belongs to him.
Again, Bendis will whine and beg Anatola for an explanation and profess his
love for her.

BB

If goaded, Phorbas will fight a Hero for the life of Bendis.
Phorbas will not fight to the death, however, and before the killing blow can be
made will shield himself with Anatola (or she will leap forward to shield him).
This will send Bendis into a rage; he will take up Anatola’s fallen knife and try
to stab the prison king to death.
The outcome of the conflict is completely in the hands of the Heroes and they
can allow Phorbas to die at the hands of young Bendis, or show him mercy; it’s
up to them.

Resolution
BB

Bendis will be returned to his father and they will reunite days before the old
man’s death. Bendis will become a sullen, dark man who broods and is prone
to melancholies, but will thank the Heroes, honor the wishes of his father, and
reward the Heroes handsomely.

The Adversaries
Prisoners

INT

+0

PER

+0

WILL

+0

CHA

+0

STR

+1

DEX

+0

+0
+0
CON
SPD
Ability Level: 6
Attacks/Damage: Stolen Hoplite Assault Carbine DR 10 or clubs DR6
Armor: None
Hit Points: 15
Hero Points: 0

Glory

1

Anatola
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INT

+0

PER

+0

WILL

+0

CHA

+5

STR

+1

DEX

+0

+0
CON
SPD
Ability Level: 8
Attacks/Damage: Dagger DR6
Armor: None
Hit Points: 15
Hero Points: 8

+0

Glory

10

Written by

Phorbas, King of Olenos

INT

+1

PER

+2

WILL

+2

CHA

+2

STR

+3

DEX

+2

Michael L. Fiegel
Jerry D. Grayson

+3
+2
CON
SPD
Ability Level: 12
Attacks/Damage: Hoplite Spear DR 7 and hoplite pistols DR8
Armor: Hoplite Plate Vest PR 6
Hit Points: 25
Hero Points: 9

Glory

60

Hadonian Mutant Rats
These huge rodents roam about in the sewers and underbelly of the prison
and another half-dozen worlds. Most are the size of a healthy boar, and are just as
ferocious. A solitary Hadonian rat can generally be driven off or killed, but even brave
men balk when confronted with a swarm.
Size: 1 m at the shoulder, 2 m long, 100 kg

INT

+0

PER

-2

WILL

+3

CHA

-3

STR

+0*

DEX

-2

Michael L. Fiegel

Editing

Jennifer Schoonover

Art

Nathan Rosario, Chris Waller, Bradley Bleeker, David Arenas, Renee Grayson,
Jerry D. Grayson, Daniel Garcia, Clea Grayson, Joe Slucher

Layout

Jerry D. Grayson

Inspiration

Mr.T, Ice Pirates, Flash Gordon, and Galaxina

+0**
-2
CON
SPD
Ability Level: 8
Attacks/Damage: Claw, DR 4; Bite DR 6 +poison
Armor: Hide PR2
Hit Points: 30
Hero Points: 2

Check us out on the web WWW.
HELLASRPG.COM

Special Abilities
No Fear of Death: Hadonian Rats regenerate 5 HP per round,
unless the wound is caused by caustic substances such as acid or
electricity.
Hadon’s Bile: Hadonian Rats carry a virulent stew of halfdigested flesh and rot in their guts. As such, their bites are quite
poisonous. CON roll to resist each round, DR 2 per round for 10
rounds

Glory

Adventure writing by

The contents are TM and © 2015 Khepera Publishing. The Khepera Scarab and the
HELLAS logo are ® Khepera publishing. No portion of this book may be reproduced
by any means without written consent from the publisher, except for review purposes.
Any resemblance to persons living or dead is purely coincidental or used for the
expressed purpose of parody.
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HELLAS Core Books

HELLAS: Princes of the Universe
MSRP: $30.95
Product number KHP012
ISBN 0-9842500-0-X
160 pages Hard Cover full color (8”x11”)
The first followup to the original HELLAS Core Rules is coming soon! The blood of kings and
gods runs through your veins! Now strike a blow for the future of your world!
This book contains:
BB A dozen killer queens, kings and princes of the universe, complete with intertwining
stories and statistics on their home systems and armies.
BB Customized lifepaths for characters of non-Hellene ancestry, allowing players to create
more specialized backgrounds.
BB Two brand new races -- the ancient and mystical Zorans, and the newly-discovered
Pandorans, children of the Atlanteans.
BB Mass combat rules to lead your armies and space armadas in to glorious battle
BB A supplemental Honor system that works alongside the HELLAS Glory system.
BB Planetary calendars, Zoran deities, and much more!

HELLAS: Wine Dark Void

HELLAS: Worlds of Sun and Stone
Second Edition revised and expanded.

MSRP: $49.99
Product number KHP020
ISBN 0-9842500-7-7
340 pages Hard Cover full color (8”x11”)
In ancient times, the spacefaring Hellenes and their Gods defeated an empire that threatened the
entire galaxy. Now, after centuries of darkness, their enemies have returned for a final reckoning, and
only a chosen few -- wielding the power of the Gods -- stand between them and certain destruction.
Hellas is an exciting fusion of high drama, action-adventure, romance, mythology-infused space
opera and science fiction that features:
BB Extensive history and character background set in the world of Hellas
BB A style sheet for life in the galaxy of the Hellenes
BB Over 30 pre-constructed star ships
BB Seven thoroughly explored factions and alien races: Amazorans, Goregons, Hellenes,
Nephelai, Nymphas, Kyklopes, and Zintar
BB Awesome Godly Powers and Feats befitting a champion of the galaxy
BB Clear and concise rules for the gift of the Gods of legendary power.
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MSRP: $30.95
Product number KHP018
ISBN 0-9842500-5-0
144 pages Hard Cover full color (8”x11”)
The second major supplement to the original HELLAS Core Rules! With this expansion to the
HELLAS Core Rules, you will at last be able to sail the cosmic all sea in search of adventure and glory.
Will you be immortalized among the stars?
The 144 page book includes:
BB Full color illustrations of 40+ detailed ships.
BB Ship modification and construction rules.
BB Slipspace phenomena. An in-depth look into the wine dark void known as the
Panthalassa; the cosmic all sea
BB Slipspace encounters. A detailed look at the strange denizens that ply the slipspace trade
routes preying on the weak
BB A detailed look at the planet Korinthos. A mega city sprawl that covers the entire planet.
BB New Metousia rules. A clear look at the
BB player’s ability to change the world around them.
BB Planetary Consumer/Trade scores for all the known worlds.
BB A detailed look at the goddess Aionisia and her temple moon.
BB Vehicle space combat and chase rules.

HELLAS: Swords and Sandals
MSRP: $30.95
Product number KHP019
ISBN 0-9842500-6-9
144 pages Hard Cover full color (8”x11”)
The third major supplement to the original HELLAS Core Rules! With this expansion to the
HELLAS Core Rules, you will at last be able to experience the largest and most famous retail catalog
in the Known Worlds.
The Biggest Equipment Catalog in the Universe!
The Empori Piraeus has been shipping equipment to intrepid heroes for over 150 years. From all
corners of the Known Worlds, the Empori provides you with the mundane to exotic, always of the
highest quality.
This book contains:
BB Over 150 pieces of equipment to be used in any HELLAS game.
BB Food recipes for the discerning Hellene palette.
BB New armor types and rules.
BB New weapon types.
BB Symposium rules. Now you can throw your own dinner party!
BB The Adventures of the Brazen Bull! A full-length graphic novel.
BB The history of the Delphoi Legion.
BB New sinister Atlantean equipment.

HELLAS Adventures Books
HELLAS: Fire in the Blood
Adventure Supplement
MSRP: $8.95
Product number KHP011
ISBN 0-9842500-6-9
45 pages Black and white (5.5”x8.5”)
"Long ago, in a galaxy far, far away, a brave Hellenic explorer named Telemikus unlocked one of
the secrets of the universe with the aid of his Machina servants. Mistrustful of his assistants, he locked
the secrets away in a hidden archive, and buried the key where none would find it for thousands of
years."
Fire in the Blood is the first of five adventures in the Legacy of the First Age series. It contains an
exciting and mysterious 4-Act storyline, new creatures and enemies, and five pregenerated characters to
get started right away. This scenario can be run either as a stand-alone adventure, or as just the first step
on an epic adventure across the Worlds of Sun and Stone.

HELLAS: Shades of Aegis
Adventure Supplement
MSRP: $8.95
Product number KHP013
ISBN 0-9842500-0-X
45 pages Black and white (5.5”x8.5”)
HELLAS: Shades of Aegis is the second of five
adventures in the Legacy of the First Age series.

HELLAS: Frozen twilight
Adventure Supplement
MSRP: $8.95
Product number KHP014
ISBN 0-9842500-1-8
45 pages Black and white (5.5”x8.5”)
HELLAS: In Frozen Twilight is the third of five adventures in the Legacy of the First Age series.

HELLAS: Threads of Fate
Adventure Supplement
MSRP: $8.95
Product number KHP015
ISBN 0-9842500-2-6
45 pages Black and white (5.5”x8.5”)
HELLAS: Threads of Fate is the fourth of five adventures in the Legacy of the First Age series.

HELLAS: Immortal Memory
Adventure Supplement
MSRP: $8.95
Product number KHP016
ISBN 0-9842500-3-4
45 pages Black and white (5.5”x8.5”)
HELLAS: Immortal Memory is the fifth and final adventure in the Legacy of the First Age series.
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ATLANTIS: The Second Age Core book
MSRP: $49.99
Product number KHP022
ISBN 0-984-2500-9-3
368 pages Hard Cover full color (8.5”x11”)
Atlantis is a sword and sorcery game inspired by the works of Fritz
Lieber, Michael Moorcock, Robert E. Howard, and Clark Ashton Smith.
Atlantis; a strange, wondrous and sometimes horrific antediluvian age
where heroes survive by their wits, courage, and strong sword arms.
Based on the classic Atlantean Trilogy by Bard Games

►► Atlantis: The Second Age expands greatly on this already detailed
world including detailed rules on alchemy, a dynamic magic
system, and exotic technomantic magical creations.
►► Play as a twisted Netherman cannibal, a haughty Atlantean
sorcerer, a bestial Anadaman thief, or a Mercurial Jinn warrior.
►► Face the horrors of the dark isle of Anostos, brave the fightingpits of Atlantis, and battle Makara on the high seas.
►► Uncover ancient conspiracies, cleave demented cultists, and
conquer lands unseen by civilized man in a thousand years.
►► Rebuild the might of shattered Atlantis, or wipe clean the past
and create your own empire from the dust and blood of the lost
age. Will you be kingmaker, tyrant, thief, scholar, or slayer?
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